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Abstract

Lüders bands and the Portevin–Le Chatelier effect are both due to plastic flow instabilities that
affect a wide variety of metallic materials. The present study focuses on understanding these
behaviors. Field kinematic measurements combined with the comparison of two specimen sizes
are used here to characterize the Al–Mg alloy AA5086, by investigating the kinetics of individual
localization bands. A unifying point of view is proposed for the classification of these bands
together with the identification of a constitutive relation linking strain increments and nucleation
stress, as well as evidence of the factors determining the development of serration behaviors. This
leads to a novel interpretation of the spatiotemporal behavior of the bands as being the result of
a competition between the influence of plastic strain and its gradient.

Keywords: characterization, aluminium alloys, plasticity, Portevin–Le Chatelier, Piobert–Lüders,
strain localization

1. Introduction

At the onset of plastic yielding, a wide variety of metallic materials develop Piobert-Lüders
(PL) bands [1, 2] associated with a peak in stress and a plateau on the hardening curves. Among
these materials, some impure alloys subsequently exhibit the Portevin–Le Chatelier (PLC) effect
[3, 4], which is an irregular hardening (or jerky plastic flow) combining stress drops (serrations)
with a negative strain rate sensitivity (NSRS). The common feature of both of these behaviors
is a heterogeneous plastic flow under an apparently homogeneous stress: thin localization bands,
which are often described as propagating, serve to spread increments of plastic strain over the
material domain. It is commonly accepted that PL bands and the PLC effect arise from strain
aging micro-mechanisms associated with the pinning of dislocations by solutes [5]. For instance,
in the case of PLC in Al-Mg alloys, the diffusion of magnesium solutes enables the repetition of
pinning leading to dynamic strain aging (DSA) [6, 7] as opposed to static strain aging (SSA) for
PL bands [8].
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Three types of PLC behavior are classically distinguished [9] depending on temperature, plastic
strain magnitude and strain rate, in addition to the material micro-structure. At high strain rates
and low temperatures, type A bands nucleate smoothly and in spatial order associated with Lüders-
like peak stress and plateaus. At low strain rates and high temperatures, type C bands grow in
an uncorrelated manner [10, 11] and strong serrations are observed. An intermediate situation
corresponds to type B, often referred to as hopping bands, which are spatially ordered but come
with distinct stress drops. For both types B and C, it has been established that the nucleation
of each band occurs along with a single serration [12]. This classification of plastic instabilities in
discrete categories poses a problem for the interpretation of transition and crossover regimes which
remains to be resolved [13]. In the following, this issue is tackled by suggesting a continuum that
allows for a smooth evolution from one type to another.

The quantitative assessment of plastic instabilities is mostly performed using tensile tests al-
though recent investigations extend the technique to additional loading paths, such as simple shear
[14, 15], biaxial expansion [16] or equi-biaxial deformation [17]. In addition to stress drop distribu-
tions, the characterization of PL bands and the PLC effect essentially relies on specific kinematic
measures. The band morphology of softening material is a common topic of research in the litera-
ture; the orientation of bands remains constant throughout tensile tests [18, 19] while their width
exhibits a positive strain rate sensitivity [10, 20, 21, 19]. Although the deformation mode has been
rarely investigated in detail, it is known to correspond principally to simple shear[19]. The strain
increment carried by bands is found to increase monotonically with strain [22, 23] sometimes with
a linear trend [24, 25] and sensitive to strain rate [26, 27]. Finally, the apparent velocity of bands
propagation have been measured in several studies [28, 29, 30, 27, 31] and understood to accom-
modate the imposed kinematics [32], as explained in section 3.2. While existing studies provide
extensive information on the macroscopic kinematics aspects, interpretation of the results can be
hindered by the scarcity of data points caused by the difficulty of their assessment, as well as
the need to cover a wide range of parameter variability. Since sample size is one of the relevant
parameters whose influence on PL and PLC bands remains to be thoroughly investigated, this
aspect is addressed in the present study. To develop novel and original approaches, in addition
to investigating the phenomenology, specialists in modeling and simulation require experimental
studies and conceptual tools for validation and analysis at the scale of industrial application.

Apart from dealing with questions on the microscopic mechanisms governing the PLC effect,
this study aims to provide a global and coherent view on their macroscopic consequences that may
be useful for new modeling approaches of this effect. For this purpose, tensile tests are performed
on an Al–Mg alloy at room temperature over a wide range of imposed strain rates. By comparing
two different sizes of samples, the analysis can be focused on the width of a band and explore the
intrinsic nature of the usual variables of interest. The information thus obtained enables us to
draw conclusions about the behavior of PL and PLC bands as macroscopic mechanical objects.

2. Experiments

2.1. Material
Experiments are conducted on rolled sheets of aluminum-magnesium alloy (AA5086-H111) with

a nominal thickness of 0.8mm (a thorough thermo-mechanical characterization of this material
is available in [33]). The chemical compound are semi-quantitatively evaluated using scanning
electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) on eight samples. They report
95.5(5)% aluminum and 4.5(5)% magnesium.
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Figure 1: Electron backscatter diffraction results on AA5086 post-treated with the MTEX [34] toolbox. The com-
puted grains boundaries are superimposed with bands contrast on fig. 1a. Figure 1b gives a histogram of the grains
equivalent diameters.
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Figure 2: Geometries referred to as large (2a) and small (2b). Dimensions are given in mm.

Figure 1 provides insights on the material micro-structure using electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD). Measurements are conducted on polished samples before and after deformation, then post-
treated with the MTEX library [34]. The average grain diameter is 16 µm. The material texture
exhibits no notable anisotropy on any sample in spite of the rolled sheet forming process and
applied deformation.

2.2. Experimental procedure
Two sets of tensile tests associated with distinct samples geometries and corresponding test

apparatus are considered as illustrated in fig. 2. They are both cut using electrical discharge
machining and kept at room temperature. Medium-size measurements are performed with a con-
ventional geometry referred to as large (fig. 2a) tested with a Instron tensile machine using a 10 kN
load cell. Results from smaller-sized specimens, referred to here as small samples (fig. 2b) allow us
to distinguish the geometry effects from the material influence and to isolate the phenomenon at
the scale of a band. Small samples are tested with both an Instron-10 kN and a MicroTest machine
using a 2 kN cell to improve the accuracy of the force measurements under the lowest strain rates.
This geometry is based on the study of [35] and [27] who characterized AA5754 at an identical
scale by means of thermal radiation and strain gauge measurements.

All tensile tests are performed with the rolling direction aligned with the cross-head displace-
ment, defining the axial basis vector ex in fig. 2. After setting the sample in the device, the grips
are closed, thus inducing a pre-stress that is kept within the material elastic domain. A constant
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Figure 3: Snapshots of the strain norm (upper row) and strain rate norm (bottom row) for a small sample at nominal
strain rate vc/Lc = 6.67× 10−4 s−1 during PL band nucleation and propagation. Each square represents a finite
element used for DIC.

velocity denoted vc is then applied to the mobile cross-head until fracture of the sample. Each
geometry is characterized by the initial length of its gauge zone L (60mm large and 4.2mm small)
and by the initial total length between grips Lc (100mm for large and 10mm for small). The
specimens are tested at room temperature with several constant imposed velocities and a ratio
vc/Lc, referred to as the nominal strain rate, covering an interval from 10−4 s−1 to 10−1 s−1.

Samples are prepared with a random black and white painted pattern; a camera (100mm
macro lens) is set and adjusted in front of the sample. The tensile force signal is acquired and
synchronized with images taken at a common variable rate ranging from 3 fps to 240 fps, which
enables intermittent temporal refinements for the analysis of subtle events. Data gathering process
and optical equipment are both managed with the Aramis system (Gom, Germany).

2.3. Post-processing
Displacement fields are computed from pictures using digital image correlation (DIC) and the

dedicated software UFreckles[36] that outputs measurements in the Matlab matrix format. The
images are discretized with ordered Q4 finite elements, allowing fields to be approximated as shown
in fig. 3. The physical elements size varies from 130 µm to 200 µm for small samples and from 550 µm
to 700 µm for large samples. For 1D studies, the results are gathered together on the line of nodes
that is the closest to the axis of symmetry drawn as dashed lines on the upper-left graph. Gradients
and rates are then computed by means of finite differences.

The Cauchy stress is assumed homogeneous over the gauge area in order to compare both ge-
ometries. It is taken equal to σex⊗ex with σ = F/A where F is the output force signal and A is the
current cross-sectional area, computed using the assumption of small strains and isochoric defor-
mation from DIC strain results. Contrarily, the strain field and its rate are strongly heterogeneous
due to the occurrence of PL bands and the PLC effect, imposing a distinction between the global
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nominal strain uc/Lc and local measures (where uc is the cross-head displacement). Moreover, it
can be observed that the actual gauge zone elongation rate v/L (where v is the elongation rate of
the gauge zone and L its length) is strongly sensitive to geometry and cumulative plastic strain: in
the case of small samples, it diverges by up to 75% from the nominal strain rate (averaged values
can be compared in table 1a). Hence, it should be considered as an order of magnitude over the
gauge area, which is only used as a test label. The local strain ε is computed as the linearized
Green-Lagrange measure from digital image correlation.

2.4. Overview of one-dimensional graphical representations
Figure 4 shows a propagating behavior associated with the so called type A kinetics—different

nominal strain rates are analyzed in section 3.4. Figures 4a and 4c display the local stress vs. time
and the local stress vs. strain, respectively. It should be noted that the virtual gauge zone, shown
on the right hand side figures and centered at 43mm, would have yield different values if taken
elsewhere, as the strain at a given instant is uneven over the studied domain.

Figure 4b is the characteristic representation where the strain rate magnitude is mapped as a
function of time along the axis of interest. This representation is widely used in the context of
propagating waves and is applied to characterizing the PLC effect by means of acoustic emissions
and laser extensometry [11], infrared radiation [29, 35] or kinematic fields [30]; and used by [37]
to develop a numerical tool for band detection in finite element simulations. The dark patterns
reflect an intense strain activity and correspond to the band location at each given instant. The
numerical evaluation of the local strain rate requires the numerical derivation of the displacement
field in both space and time. This latter step involves large uncertainties due to the varying
acquisition frequency which, in the absence of quantitative information, justifies the normalization
of strain rate magnitudes.

Figure 4d shows the kinematic representation partially used in [24]: it consists of all the spatial
strain distributions measured during the full range of the test, plotted successively as dotted lines.
The time difference between each plot shown here is constant and equal to 4.17 µs, corresponding
to the camera acquisition frequency. Had the strain remained homogeneous, only horizontal lines
would be displayed. When a strain state persists in time, several lines become superimposed,
yielding a thicker cluster of lines. On the contrary, transient states only occupy a space of the graph
once. As a result, the kinematic behavior of the bands can be directly visualized. Even though
time is not explicitly indicated, the variation of local axial strain with time can be understood due
to the fact that strain at any given point can only increase since the deformation is essentially
plastic and the test is monotonic. Then, for any given line, the subsequent state is represented by
the line directly above. Using such a representation, the quality and quantity of the strain jump
carried by each band can be assessed by looking at the difference between two persistent states;
and its location evaluated graphically as detailed in section 3.2.

The first occurrence of Lüders bands (pointers p1) is associated with the spreading of a uniform
strain increment (pointer p2) over the initially homogeneous distribution. Nucleation occurs at
each extremity of the sample and a propagation trend continues until coalescence (pointer p3) at
x ≈ 42mm. Then the PLC effect takes over with several increments of increasing amplitude. The
zone (x ∈ [40; 55]mm) where strain increments are seen to override each other in an irregular way
coincides with a change in band orientation; this behavior is observed in most tests. The inherent
nature of the strain increment in characterizing the PLC effect is clearly expressed here since the
heterogeneities are maintained and enhanced after the onset of band growth.
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Figure 4: Results for large sample with a nominal strain rate of 10−1 s−1. Figure 4a shows the evolution of stress
vs. time. The time axis is in common with fig. 4b where the spatial distribution of strain rate is mapped at each
instant—scalar values are normalized and range from 0 (white) to 1 (black). Figure 4c is the hardening curve where
local strains are computed with a virtual gauge centered at x = 43mm, shown here as highlighted zone ( ) on the
right hand figures. Figure 4d displays the DIC axial strain measures in space at each captured instant. In figs. 4b
and 4d, the common x axis is taken in the tensile direction and in the middle of the specimen. Drawings indicate
locations in time and space corresponding to nucleations ( ), propagations ( ) and coalescences ( ); each can be
found once on both figs. 4b and 4d. Finally, three strain increments are explicitly shown (blue arrows ). Pointers
are used in text references.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Hardening
The stress-strain curves of six tensile tests are presented in fig. 5, which is divided into two

graphs according to the geometry of the samples (small or large). Results are plotted as discon-
nected points to emphasize the sudden changes of εxx, which is arbitrarily measured in the middle
of the sample over a single DIC element. NSRS is clearly observed since the average hardening
values and serration amplitudes tend to increase with decreasing nominal strain rate.

The choice of strain measure has a decisive impact on the appearance and the clear represen-
tation of the consequent stress-strain behavior. By using a local strain measure, as opposed to
global measures, we are able to obtain meaningful patterns. At low strains, a Lüders-like behavior
is observed (fig. 5, zooms z1) after a yield limit of 145MPa for most tests with an apparent conti-
nuity and no sudden stress drop, characteristic of the SSA contribution. Such a plateau is absent
from two unique tests on small specimens above a nominal rate of 10−2 s−1 where the yield stresses
are 119.9MPa and 115.7MPa (fig. 5b and table 1a). This behavior may be due to a pre-strain
of the small sample during the experimental setup. At the highest nominal strain rates, the PLC
effect is reproduced in a progression of repeated steps (elastic loading followed by plastic plateaus)
until fracture. For the lowest nominal strain rates, stress–strain curves show a grouping of points
in steep clusters (more clearly visible as vertical segments in fig. 5, zooms z2) that correspond to
reversible elastic-like loading paths. The highest point of each cluster corresponds to the start of
a strain increment (horizontal void) correlated with a serration (vertical drop), which is the char-
acteristic behavior of type B and C bands [38]. The serrations amplitude increase with decreasing
nominal strain rate and increasing strain, up to 20MPa. The specimen size does not appear to
have any influence on stress drops amplitude (see section 3.5). This effect is illustrated onfig. 5
where the isolated point chosen to evaluate the strain is more rarely subjected to localization; the
small samples produce clearer patterns because the associated points are more often found in the
localized domain. Indeed, by reducing the sample area, a higher spatial resolution and a tighter
zone of events allow an accurate evaluation of the mechanical state leading to a more exhaustive
characterization of hardening.

Table 1a presents a quantitative summary of the work-hardening results where a single test of
each nominal strain rate is arbitrarily chosen for the sake of clarity. The yield stress is taken at
a strain of 0.5%. The average stress–strain curves for both sets of samples remain consistent in
spite of changes in geometry and apparatus.

The fracture strain of small specimens is systematically higher than that obtained for large
samples which may be due to the presence of fewer defects induced by their smaller volume. As
can be seen in fig. 5b, this essentially extends the necking phenomenon but does not cause a further
spread of the PLC effect. This difference becomes much higher when the small samples are tested
on Instron-10 kN than those tested on MicroTest-2 kN, which suggests that a bias is introduced by
the change of machine. It can be due to configuration of MicroTest-2 kN which clamps are mounted
on its frame and guided by a rail; whereas Instron-10 kN clamps allow lateral motion, hence lessen
lateral stresses. Although this difference does not affect axial results, the more intense stresses due
to MicroTest-2 kN transverse stiffness can lead to an earlier fracture.

3.2. Apparent propagation or temporal distribution
Figures 4b and 4d show a smooth wavelike propagation that, at first sight, would be observed for

any test with nominal strain rates corresponding to type A or B. The characteristic representation
7
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Figure 5: Cauchy stress vs. linearized Green–Lagrange strain curves on large (fig. 5a) and small (fig. 5b) samples,
obtained with a DIC gauge located arbitrarily at the center of the specimens with the width of one finite element.
Colors are associated with nominal strain rates specified in the legend. The same envelop curves are added to evaluate
the influence of sample size on stress amplitudes.
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Geom. Dev. Nominal
strain rate

Average
strain rate

(a) Work-hard.
(section 3.1)

(b) Bands widths
(section 3.3)

vc/Lc v̄/L σy εfxx b̄10 b̄101 b̄2010 b̄3020
10−3 s−1 10−3 s−1 MPa % mm mm mm mm

large Ins. 0.1 0.1 139.3 25.7 2 2 2 2
0.5 0.5 139.0 30.5 2.5 2.5 3 3
1.0 1.1 138.3 35.5 4 4 4.5 4.5
5.0 5.4 142.4 32.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5

10 10.9 139.2 35.3 5.5 5 5 5

50 50.9 140.9 38.3 5 * 5 5 5

100 89.2 142.7 38.4 5.5* 5 * 5 * 5.5

small Mic. 0.2 0.1 147.6 38.2 2 2 2 2
0.3 0.4 147.4 41.6 2 2 2 2
0.7 1.0 143.2 40.9 2 2 2 2

small Ins. 1.0 1.0 133.2 44.9 2 2 2 2

10 9.3 119.9 64.7 2 * 2 2 2

50 56.5 138.0 57.1 2 * 2 2 2

100 152 115.7 71.0 2 * 2 2 2

Table 1: Quantitative summary of experiments. Geometry: large (large) or small (small) specimens. Device:
Instron-10 kN (Ins.); MicroTest-2 kN (Mic.). Nominal strain rate vc/Lc. The average strain rate v̄ is the mean
value of the measured gauge zone elongation rate v divided by the gauge zone length L. Work-hardening: yield
stress σy and fracture strain εfxx. Morphology: b̄dc is the averaged width (measured according to fig. 6) in the interval
εxx ∈ [c, d] in percents; b̄10 corresponds to PL bands while the rest are PLC. The marker (*) indicates the observation
of two coexisting bands at several instants in the given strain range.
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Figure 7: Gauge area elongation rate (mms−1) for all results showing an apparent propagation—direct and indirect
measurements are plotted with correlation coefficient R. Both direct and indirect measurements and prediction are
obtained by post-treatment of the DIC results (see section 3.2).

(4b) allows us to measure subsequent bands locations (e.g. pointer p4) and hence compute an
apparent wave velocity that was used by [27] to compare simulations with experimental results
This propagating velocity has been estimated in several studies [20, 25, 27, 39, 40]. It is linked to
the strain increment through a kinematic continuity condition [32]. According to the Hadamard
[41] relation, the continuity of a weakly discontinuous displacement field expresses (here in the 1D
tensile case):

v = JεxxKw (1)

where v is the gauge area elongation rate, JεxxK the axial strain increment (fig. 4d) and w the
propagating velocity; they are illustrated on fig. 6. Thus, bands propagate as fast as necessary to
accommodate the imposed kinematics. Therefore, an accurate description of the strain increment
(see section 3.5) inherently results in a good description of the apparent propagation and vice versa.

The strain increments JεxxK (steps on fig. 4d) and associated bands locations (dark patterns
on fig. 4b) are monitored using the characteristic and kinematic representations with a prediction
algorithm prediction implemented with Matlab, which are then verified and corrected manually
point-wise. The apparent bands velocities w are computed using polynomial approximations of the
locations in time. The right-hand side (JεxxKw) and the left-hand side (v) of eq. (1) are plotted in
fig. 7 where strong correlation coefficients corroborate the above hypotheses and interpretation for
both sample geometries. The indirect measurements deviations remain largely smaller than the
orders of magnitude of the direct measurements. Indeed, they can be caused by post-treatment
errors, by events occurring outside the gauge area or oscillations of the elongation rate.

Certain conceptual problems arise from considering PLC bands as slow plastic waves. First, it
is incompatible with the observation of serrations since an oscillating flow is inherently correlated
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with sudden kinematic changes: true propagation is frequently not smooth and the patterns of
fig. 4b should be regarded as a finite collection of short horizontal segments rather than continuous
lines. However, such an interpretation does not allow a unified characterization of the PLC effect
since it is not be appropriate for describing type C kinematics that do not display propagating
behaviors.

Because of the apparent propagating nature of the PLC effect at higher strain rates, the term
band (in the singular) is often used to designate a volume within which the plastic strain rate
suddenly increases, even when it travels over the material domain. In the present study, the term
band refers to the individual event that takes place at a unique location. Therefore propagation is
not taken into account and we consider rather the tendency of bands to nucleate side by side, even if
they do so often enough to become indiscernible (type A). A propagating behavior is characterized
here by subsequent nucleations that are spatially ordered.

Thus, a single description can be applied for both propagating (ordered) and non-propagating
(disordered) behaviors. The property previously brought by the Hadamard relation is conserved
and can be rephrased as follows: bands will nucleate as often as necessary to accomodate the
imposed kinematics. Their global temporal behavior is adequately defined provided that there is
an accurate description of the strain increment.

3.3. Morphology
The orientation of bands with respect to the tensile direction is assessed graphically on large

samples strain rates maps. Small samples are excluded because of the shoulders proximity to any
localization band. In accordance with previous studies [18, 12, 19, 21], the angle of orientation
ranges between 55 and 65 degrees. As reported in [19], a shearing mode is systematically reported
in the samples plane.

Using a method similar to [10], the width of bands is measured on the axial strain rate results:
after identifying the strain rate peak (localization band), the width b is assessed graphically at
10% of the peak height (see fig. 6). Results are presented is table 1b where the strain range of each
test is divided into four intervals: [0, 1] % for Lüders bands; then [1, 10] %, [10, 20] %, [20, 30] %
to distinguish PLC bands at the beginning, middle and end of the test, respectively. Each width
value is the mean of ten measurements taken in the associated range, rounded to a precision of
0.5mm due to the lack of precision of the peak shape, and oscillations of the signal at its edges. It
should be noted that the widths are measured in the reference configuration and not transported
to the current configuration.

On large samples, the band width is equal to 2mm at the lowest nominal strain rates (10−4 s−1)
and increases up to 5.5mm at the highest rates (10−1 s−1). Such values are qualitatively consistent
with previous studies [26, 32, 10, 21], suggesting a non linear monotonic increase of the bands
widths with increasing strain rate. However, for small specimens and with the same method, this
width is found to range from approximately 2mm to 2.5mm with no apparent sensitivity to rate
and a higher level of confidence owing to the finer spatial resolution. Such a result has not yet
been reported in the literature, and is further discussed in section 3.5.

3.4. Spatial distribution
To qualitatively assess the spatial distribution of localization bands, fig. 8 presents the kinematic

representations of three different nominal strain rates (decreasing from top to bottom) applied to
each of the two considered geometries (large in the left column and small in the right column). After
a homogeneous increase of strain over the specimen, the first localization occurs for all samples
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Figure 8: Subsequent strain states for different apparent strain rates plotted for both large (left column) and small
(right column) samples. Each row corresponds to an order of magnitude of global strain rate specified on the right
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at a common yield stress of 145MPa. The location of the first band is due to local imperfections
and can hardly be predicted. The subsequent bands (PL) follow a propagating pattern until full
coverage of the gauge zone. The strain increment they carry is a consequence of SSA and remains
at a value of 1.0(1)% independently of the applied velocity and irrespective geometry. The DSA
mechanism starts at higher strains, with repeated occurrences of the PLC effect in different ways
depending on the nominal strain rate of the test.

Figures 8a and 8b correspond to higher nominal strain rates and type A bands. The asso-
ciated stress-strain curves are dominated by plateaus with a low number of serrations that are
correlated with each first nucleation of an ordered set of bands. Nucleations are so frequent that
they cannot be picked out in the DIC results. A clear propagating behavior is observed for most
sets of bands, except in the annotated zone that corresponds, as mentioned in section 2.3, to the
area with overlapping bands of opposite orientations. The second row (8c-8d) illustrates interme-
diate nominal strain rates corresponding to type B bands, where serrations become predominant.
While the bands appear ordered in space as in type A, a kinematic difference can be observed in
fig. 8c where intermittent persistent states are annotated. They reflect the hopping band trend
associated with type B, expressed as a short break between two subsequent localizations which
results in the superimposition of several measured strain states. This observation is consistent
with the behaviors described in section 3.2: even though the propagating tendency (spatial order)
is maintained, a lower imposed velocity implies a lower frequency of localization, rendering the
events distinguishable. Figures 8e and 8f are associated with lower nominal strain rates and type
C bands where serrations are larger in magnitude. In such regimes, the propagating patterns are
frequently broken which result in an apparently disordered scheme. By contrast, only the large
specimens (fig. 8e) clearly exhibit the characteristic disordered pattern of type C bands, while the
small samples conserve a type B propagation trend in spite of an identical nominal strain rate and
similar gauge area elongation rates (table 1).

The usual view of a “stochastic” or “random” distribution of bands that do not overlap [18]
does not entirely cover what can be understood from the present experiments. Not only will two
bands never nucleate successively at the same location, but type C bands tend to appear where
the cumulative plasticity is minimal and thus follow an overall deterministic trend. As observed
in classical plasticity, localization bands collectively tend to foster the homogeneity of strain. The
kinematic trend becomes progressively ordered as the nominal strain rate increases—propagating
patterns are first clearly observed at a nominal strain rate of 10−3 s−1. From a macroscopic point
of view, the tendency of bands to nucleate next to each other is influenced by the plastic strain
gradient magnitude. Indeed, the steep strain step inherently produced by each band has for
consequence a local peak of strain gradient that always matches the band location in the case of
propagating behaviors (this can be seen from the simplified representation given on fig. 6). The
gradient influence during plastic instabilities is in agreement with the strain gradient plasticity
framework, applied by several authors to modeling the PLC effect [42, 43]. Consequently, the
macroscopic spatial distribution of PLC bands can be seen as a competition between the minimal
magnitude of plastic strain that dominates at lower strain rates, and the plastic strain gradient
that takes over at higher strain rates. Since PL bands always appear at the onset of plasticity,
their systematic propagation trend is caused by the plasticity gradient influence alone.

3.5. Characterization of transient states
The PLC effect involves a double-scale problem both in space (specimen length and band width)

and in time (test duration and nucleation time). While the spatial issue is better addressed by
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increasing images resolution, the acquisition frequency and quality are generally not high enough
to accurately measure the kinetics of plastic instabilities during nucleation. Nevertheless, the lo-
calization effects can be characterized in terms of their outcome, by comparing initial and final
states. Following this procedure, several studies have used the strain increment to characterize the
consequence of a band [26, 22, 23, 25, 24, 27]. Using the kinematic representation, the difference of
strain between initial and final states is measured at all possible instants on all of the tested spec-
imens following the method described in section 3.2 (computer prediction and manual correction).
In the case of disordered behaviors, the measurement is taken at the maximum increment, that is,
in the middle of the band. The results are shown in fig. 9 as a function of the stress at nucleation
time (peak value). A color bar indicates the instantaneous mean strain rate which is obtained from
DIC results as the difference in velocity between the two edges of the gauge area. This method is
applied to avoid the effects of geometry on the measured rates. A clearly consistent pattern can
be noted because the scatter of points takes the form of a constitutive relation showing a mono-
tonic evolution up to saturation associated with NSRS, which suggests that the strain increment
is an intrinsic quantity that defines the action of a localization band. Even though the PL bands
increment seems to be in continuity with the set of data points, it is always several times larger
than the directly consecutive PLC bands. While such small values cannot be explicitly quantified,
the difference can be readily observed on figs. 8a, 8c and 8e. A weak size effect is reported here
since a strain increment scaling of ∼ 20% is needed to achieve a quantitative match between the
two distributions. In the literature, strain increments are usually reported as a function of cumu-
lative plastic strain. The present results display the same NSRS when plotted as a function of the
linearized Green–Lagrange measure. They agree with [27] where strain increments are measured
using strain gauges, and a quasi-linear dependence is reported with cumulative plastic strain below
3%. Although strain increments have been reported to decrease with increasing strain rate [26]
this was not observed in [22].

In fig. 10, the stress drops distributions are presented for each test as box plots shown as
a function of the mean strain rate. Serrations are post-treated directly after the measurement
and the data are maintained as such without further treatment; hence subjectivity is avoided but
noise and small oscillations result in an overestimation of the amount of the smallest drops and a
necessary shift of fractile values. The results are obtained following the method introduced by [9]
for tensile tests, as reproduced experimentally in shear tests by [14] and numerically by [15]. In this
approach, histograms are considered and characterized by the number of peaks and their location.
In the present study, each corresponding histogram exhibits a single peak that tends to decrease
with increasing strain rate, qualitatively matching with the results of [9]. The upper extreme and
fractile values decrease exponentially with increasing strain rate, smoothly linking type C serrations
to type A plateaus. The lower bounds can hardly be analyzed. A weak or negligible influence of
the sample geometry is reported as regards the strain increment. This indicates that the stress
drop is not only a structural response but an inherent actor in the nucleation process: since the
stress drop is independent of size, its maximal amplitude can be predicted along with the strain
increment knowing the mechanical state before nucleation.

The information on stress drops completes the kinematic observations which allows us to carry
out the following analysis. Considering the one-dimensional problem of a rod of length L under
constant imposed relative strain rate v/L; let τ be the nucleation time, i.e. the duration taken by a
band to nucleate or the total time during which the plastic strain rate is non-zero. The increment
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Figure 9: A constitutive relation at the scale of the localized zone. The strain magnitude increment is measured as
illustrated in fig. 4. The stress measure is taken at the onset of localization, before its drop. Two identical envelope
curves are added for comparison.
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of length caused by a single nucleation can then be written

∆L =

∫
τ
v dt =

∫
τ

∫ L

0
(σ̇/E + ε̇p) dx dt (2)

⇐⇒ vτ = (∆σ/E)L+∆εpb (3)

where b is an equivalent band width. When the nominal strain rate is kept constant, increasing
the length (in the present experiments from 4.2mm to 60mm) has no significant influence on
{∆σ,∆εp, b} (resp. figs. 9 and 10 and section 3.3): in order to satisfiy eq. (3) the nucleation
time τ accommodates size variations by decreasing with increasing length. This would imply that,
during nucleation, the material constitutive relation thereof links strain differentials dεp and stress
differentials dσ with little or no implicit time dependence dt. Indeed, the same results are obtained
for ∆σ and ∆εp with both geometries even though the nucleation process is several times faster
for large samples. This postulate holds for both PL bands and the PLC effect. Moreover, the
above feature allows us to understand the length effect measured in bands width (see section 3.3).
Comparing small and large specimens at equal nominal strain rate, the wider bands observed in
large specimen are in fact subjected to a higher instantaneous local strain rates arising from a
shorter nucleation time. The commonly accepted concept of band width increasing with strain
rate is thus validated and can partly explain the gauge length sensitivity. While experimental data
does not argue against this explanation, a large increase in acquisition frequency and accuracy is
required, as well as a more exhaustive set of length values, to provide empirical evidences and draw
further conclusions.

Finally, table 1b indicates when two bands are observed simultaneously. Two PL bands are dis-
played at the same time in all large specimens tested with a nominal strain rate above 5× 10−3 s−1,
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and all small samples above 1× 10−3 s−1 (e.g. fig. 3). Two coexisting PLC bands are observed in
all large specimens above 5× 10−2 s−1 (e.g. fig. 8a) at low strain levels, while never reported in
small samples. The higher the strain rate, the longer the coexistence persists, and no more than
two coexisting bands are ever displayed at any one time. These observations suggest the existence
of a maximal local strain rate beyond which a band cannot grow, being lower for PL than for PLC
bands. The fact that several PLC bands are never found in small samples is consistent with the
above observation: a smaller length implies slower nucleations and a smaller associated strain rate.
The coexistence of bands is often described in experimental studies, but no interpretations have
been found in the literature.

4. Conclusion

The Portevin–Le Chatelier effect and Piobert–Lüders bands are investigated in an Al–Mg alloy
at room temperature. A macroscopic interpretation is proposed which integrates the common
discrete categories (A, B and C type bands) into a continuous description while distinguishing
spatial (disordered and ordered trends, respectively driven by the plastic strain magnitude and
its gradient) from temporal factors (nucleation frequency, extrinsic to the material behavior and
governed by imposed kinematics). The key results of the present investigations are as follows.

i. Plastic strain increments are inherent to the nucleation of PL and PLC band. They are
linked to stress at nucleation through a constitutive relation that expresses a negative strain
rate sensitivity with no significant size sensitivity.

ii. The serrations distributions follow an overall decreasing trend with increasing strain rate and
individual serrations show a monotonic increase with increasing strain. The development of
serrations shows a small to negligible size sensitivity. Consequently, they can also be predicted
without using transient differential equations.

Although the time refinement presented here does not exhaustively assess the nucleation process,
a number of hypotheses are proposed by combining experimental evidence with a 1D kinematic
model.

iii. The nucleation time and the strain rate carried by each band accommodate the size changes:
the longer the sample, the faster the band evolution.

iv. There is an inherent limit to the bands strain rate, being lower for PL than for PLC bands,
which explains the occurrence of several bands at the same time.
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